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NAMA KURSUS

KOD KURSUS : BBI3416

KREDIT : 3 (3+0)

JUMLAH JAM PEMBELAJARAN PELAJAR : 120

PRASYARAT :

HASIL :

Pelajar dapat

1. Display Ability To Use Grammatical Tools To Differentiate Various Unit/Constituent Levels Leading To Meaningful Word Groups (P4)

2. Organize Different Units Of Meaning According To The Three Metafunctions Of Text Description (C5)

3. Justify Language Use According To The Three Metafunctions Of Language Description, Relating Text Coherence To Communicative Events (A4)

4. Identify And Analyse Problems In Complex And Ambiguous Situations, And Make Justifiable Evaluations (Ct, Ps)

SINOPSIS :

This Course Involves Understanding The Principles Of The Functional Grammar Approach In The Analysis Of Language In Use; Explaining Linguistic Choice In Context; Applying The System To The Description Of Text, Both Spoken And Written; Conceptualising Word Classes, The Composition Of The Clause, And Information Structure; And Arriving At And Interpreting Meaning In The Context Of Expression

KANDUNGAN

BAHAGIAN AKADEMIK

UNIVERSITI PUTRA MALAYSIA

RANGKA KURSUS

KULIAH

1. Basic Concepts In Functional Grammar
   3
   - Word Groups
   - Rank Order
   - Word Classes

Jam

Pembelajaran Bersementak
2. Clause Structures
   - Identification Of Subject And Finite
   - Sentence Elements
   - Ambiguities In Meaning

3. Examining The Noun Group
   - Differences Between Count And Uncount Nouns
   - Classes Of Nouns
   - Quantifiers And Possessives

4. Doing And Happening
   - Mapping Of Participants And Processes
   - Identifying Noun Groups As Participants
   - Identifying The Object As A Noun Group
   - Identifying Verb Groups As Processes

5. Mental And Verbal Processes
   - Types Of Mental Processes
   - The Order Of Phenomenon Sensor Order Constituents
   - The Constituents Of Verbal Processes

6. The Transitivity Of Relational And Existential Processes
   - The Be And Have Verbs
   - Types Of Attributes In Relational Process
   - Identifying The Existential Processes

7. Representing Time
   - Tenses And Modals
   - Tenses
   - Adjuncts And Representation Of Time

8. Speech Acts And Mood
   - Mood
   - Mood Structure
- - Formation Of Questions

9. 9. Expressing Judgements And Attitudes 4
   - - Conditionals
   - - Modal Auxiliaries
   - - Speech Acts

10. 10. Organising Messages 4
   - - Other Ways Of Organising The Message
   - - Theme Selection
   - - Word Order

11. 11. Expressing Multiple Messages 4
   - - Structural Relationships
   - - Combining Message
   - - Logical Relationships

Jumlah 42

PENILAIAN : Kerja Kursus 60%
             Peperiksaan Akhir 40%